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(somethingThatIsNull) { if (somethingElseThatIsNull) { // do stuff } } Normally I would write this: if (!somethingThatIsNull ||!somethingElseThatIsNull) { // do stuff } But then I tend to want to add a conditional if somethingThatIsNull is "non-null", in which case I do this: if (!somethingThatIsNull ||!somethingElseThatIsNull) &&

(somethingThatIsNull == null) { // do stuff } In the end, I think what I'm doing is doing the same thing. But are the two statements different in their meaning? Can someone clearly explain the difference in their meaning? Or, alternately, am I getting how the language works backwards and that the way I've written my first example makes me
think that if one of the conditions is null, the entire condition is true, even though the first statement of the condition isn't necessarily true, just the second statement? A: They are different. Your second example: "I'm not null, but neither of my two conditions are true, so we go on." is nonsensical, the && in the end stops evaluation once it

finds false, but not when it finds true. Your first example: "I'm not null, and neither of my two conditions are true, so we go
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Community Meets Communication between members in the Amazonians community is key to creating an enjoyable experience. As such, we have opened up community meets for our Amazonians players. These meet-ups are informal group gatherings that are a great way to connect with other players and build a community. Meet-ups will be
held every Friday at 2:00 pm pacific time, and will be broadcast in the in-game website. We have designed meet-ups with chat and a chat moderator, making it easier for new players to join and easily find people to talk to. Where to Find Meetups The Amazonians meet-ups will be organized and hosted on our website, at Once you log in you
will see the Meetup channel on your channel list. You can also always find the Amazonians’ meet-ups on our page, on the Amazonian banner. What to Bring As a member of the Amazonians community, we suggest you bring: Self-introduction post if you have not already done so Paying attention to the chat channel Solving problems together
But whatever you bring, we are always here to help! We hope you enjoy! - The Amazonians TeamQ: AngularJS $cookies error on cookie not setting I am trying to set the value in cookie from angularJS code. The value is not getting set, I am using the same code as here on working with this. I am getting no cookies are set or removed by my
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